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Introduction
Overall, performance edged up across the candidature this series, again including some excellent
performances. The passages sought to encompass topics of current interest from a variety of Frenchspeaking cultures and contexts. The first four passages were spoken, the latter four were written.
Passage 1, relating to Q1, was a multiple choice exercise worth 4 marks, concerning a cyclone in La
Reunion, seeking straightforward, factual information from the passage. In response to Passage 2,
about a Belgian mayor's initiative to reduce noise levels in his local area, candidates selected four
correct statements from eight. Q3, based on Passage 3 about gender inequalities in the workplace,
was a cloze exercise worth 4 marks, where candidates selected from a pool of eight items. Q4, where
8 marks were available, requiring responses in French, was based on Passage 4, concerning how ski
resorts were coping with unusually low snow fall.
From Passage 5, where potential models commented on the selection precedure which they had
undergone, each of five statements had to be correctly attributed to one of four people, for a total
of 5 marks. Passage 6 addressed the topic of sex education in secondary schools, and required no
inference, but transfer of meaning into English. Five questions worth 1 mark each, were answered in
English for a total of 5 marks. Passage 7 concerned the impact of an ageing population and, therefore,
an ageing and relatively shrinking number of general practitioners. Questions in French, amounting
to 10 marks, required short responses in French. Passage 8 provided the stimulus for the written
response of up to 220 words on young people’s attitudes towards alcohol, why they do or do not
partake, and both the impact of alcohol in the future, and other inﬂuences, on young people's lives.
Up to 15 marks were on offer for both Content and Language, making Q8 worth 30 marks. 70 marks
into total are available for 6FR02.

Assessment Principles
In Q1, only 0 or 1 was scored for each of four multiple choice parts. In Q2, four crosses were required
to denote the four correct statements. One mark was withheld for each cross offered in excess of
four: for example, five crosses, including four correct ones, would attract 3 marks in total. In Q3, if
the response selected was not wholly correctly transcribed, but could clearly not be confused with
another item in the pool, it earned the mark. Thus la majority or inferior gained 1 mark. In Q5, 1
mark was scored for each statement correctly attributed to a young person. By assimilation with Q3,
if more than five crosses were proffered in response to a given statement, credit was withheld: one
mark withheld for each cross written, in excess of five in total.
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Question 4
This question was the most challenging of the listening questions, as it required candidates to listen
to the longest passage of the four and to produce responses in French. As ever for Q4 with this
specification, comprehension only was assessed, and candidates did not lose credit for faulty grammar,
unless it impeded communication, for instance, by rendering the response incomprehensible,
nonsensical or in English words. For Q4, Q6 and Q7, examiners adhere to a number ofmarking
principles, which are unchanged through the four sessions of the unit, and which are well worth
candidates and teachers noting. I have placed them in this introduction for Q4, but the principles
apply equally to Q6 and Q7. Lifting from the passage is not per se forbidden, but lifts must be very
accurate and targeted. Very often, a lift is oblique or deficient, so does not score.
1. Order of elements. Only as many elements are there are marks are considered. Therefore, in a one
mark part, only the first element is considered, even if the second element is correct. Preambles and
re-working of the question do not count. An element beyond the number considered may still vitiate.
2. Discrete elements. Where two marks are available, we try to award the individual marks discretely.
This means that 1 mark is also available in a 2 mark part, not just 0 or 2. If there are 2 elements
offered and one is correct and the other not, the correct element scores, only if the incorrect element
is plausible within context, and does not vitiate.
3. Answers in the wrong language cannot score, as they are incomprehensible. artiﬁcial was an
example of such a misspelling. In Q6, responsable was not accepted, as this is the French spelling
where English was sought.
4. Mis-spellings are tolerated in essential parts of the answer, as long as they are not ambiguous or
in the wrong language. Hence a mis-spelling which forms another French word is ambiguous and
rejected.
5. All existent verb forms are tolerated, including infinitives, unless a specific tense is required. Where
a past participle is acting as an adjective, a verbal form is not accepted, as it is the wrong part of
speech.
6. Seqential error. Where an error is made, and repeated, credit is withheld once only. If an error is
made, but a different error made each time, credit is withheld each time.
7. Crossed out work which is legibile and where no alternative is offered, is to be marked.
This candidate has gained some credit, but has not demonstrated an overall mastery of the sense of
the passage, and ﬂawed language has rendered some content incomprehensible. 2 marks out of 8 was
not an uncommon score, but some attention to marking principles would assist. Lifting should only be
undertaken with extreme care.
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Examiner Tip
Examiner Comments
(a) The number of tourists cannot score,
as it is meaningless in this context, and
does not target the reservation situation.
(b) Many candidates scored here. An
active verb and a French spelling of
artiﬁciel were sought.
(c) The candidate has reverted to an
English spelling of artificial. The first
element does not make much sense in
the context, and the question part seeks
a response from the angle of normal
snowfall.
(d) fermer is proferred, when the
past participle form is being used
adjectivally. There should be a
distinction between the ski resort and
the ski slopes or pistes.
(e) A plausible active verb was needed to
accompany the specified activity, but ils
faisent is not an existent verb form, so
cannot score.

This candidate has apparently heard much of the correct
information, but has not referred closely enough to the demands of
the question parts.
(a) reservations must be targeted, not the number of tourists or
drivers. It is worth watching out for the impact of lifting: references
to pour Noel could vitiate, if it then appeared that Christmas was
the reason for the reservation.
(b) utiliser or a similar verb was required. The question is in the
past tense, so future and conditional tense responses, though
not uncommon, could not score. il y de la neige artiﬁcielle does
not respond to what has been done. The question part must be
targeted.
(c) The focus of the response, as in (b), is critical, and many
candidates transcribed what they heard, answering from the
artificial snow angle, not the natural snow. The question parts
should be scruitnised carefully, and checked again near the end of
the 45 minutes with the listening source.
(d) Check especially verb and their conjugations. The past
participle, often used as an adjective, cannot be rewarded if
spelled as the infinitive, which is the incorrect part of speech.
Practice of transcribing short dictated phrases will assist in listening
comprehension questions.
(e) Revision of pre-AS grammar, including the conjugation of
common irregular verbs avoids the loss of credit through nonexistent verb forms. In a two mark part, candidates should ensure
that both elements make sense: faire, even if correctly conjugated,
would not necessarily communicate successfully: ils font des
saunas.
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This is a successful response. Answers are succinct but relevant, accurate language does not impede
communication. Tenses are clear and they can sometimes be of importance in responding directly to a
question part.

Examiner Comments
(a) dernier does not agree, but this still communicates, and is
a harmless addition, that is to say, that the information is not
essential to the mark being gained. The spelling of reservations
has been given the benefit of the doubt.
(b) Possibly fortunate to have had the proferred spelling of
artiﬁcielle tolerated.
(c) Angle of response is correctly from the natural snow
viewpoint. Two clear notions, hardness of snow and number of
skiers on the pistes, were required.
(d) Two clear ideas needed: a certain proportion of pistes being
open or closed. The candidate, as in (c) conveys the elements
required in short, but clear responses.
(e) Three elements are offered for a 2 mark part, but the third
element does not vitiate. Faire le sauna would not have been
successful, but felicituously, it was placed third.

Examiner Tip
In (a), (b), and (e), this candidate
has been a little fortunate, and this
example has been selected to show that
while benefit of the doubt is extended,
checking of spelling can avoid potentially
unnecessary loss of credit. In (c) the
candidate has attempted to transcribe
much from the listening passage and
in (e) the candidate offered three
elements. It would be advisable to stick
to the number of elements required, as
carpet bombing can lead to vitiation. (d)
has grammatical errors which have not
impeded communication, but checking
time might again have been useful.
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Question 6
This five part question proved a successful discriminator. The three most common causes for lost
credit were in Q6a, failure to qualify either the understanding or resultant responsible behaviour;
in Q6c incorrect translations of un dossier, sometimes along with incorrect year groups; or Q6e,
where la grossesse was confused with obesity, or a vague but generally undesirable or unsatisfactory
situation, which did not specify pregnancy.
This question was answered with a high degree of success this session, although there were a number
of pitfalls for unwary candidates. It is important in the English responses to ensure that French does
into creep in, and that all relevant information is conveyed. As each part is worth 1 mark, only one
element is considered in each part.
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Examiner Comments
(a) Two elements offered here for a 1
mark response, so the second notion,
although correct, cannot score.
(b) This response is too vague, and
does not specify that sex education
was merely a part of the courses or
textbook.
(c) The candidate does not seem to
be following the order of detail of the
passage closely. The distribution of a
pack of information was sought here.
(d) The information for (c) is offered
here, but this part needs mention of
the contents, not the format.
(e) The unwanted aspect of pregnancy
here is key, so again, the response is
too vague.

Examiner Tip
As far as possible, candidates should aim at full and relevant
responses. As soon as there is ambiguity or vagueness, scoring is less
likely.
a) The notion of separate teaching counts as an element but
is spurious. The candidate should decide which the essential
information is, and commit to that element.
(b) Again, specific information is needed to score, and so clear
details taken into good English from the passage are wanted. The
details for the parts are in the order presented in the passage,
so candidates should ensure that they draw their responses
sequentially, too.
(b) and (c) and (d) have been conﬂated. Close attention is needed
to the terms of the question. 2 marks could have been gained with
better targeting of the question.
(e) qui n'est pas desiree was essential, and the candidate here, more
than in any other passage and its questions, needs to convey all
details. Understanding the context is also important, and is worth
consideration at the start of each question. Is it likely that stopping
pregnancy, rather than unwanted pregnancy, is an aim per se?

This is a fine response, possibly expressed at greater length than necessary. Candidates should aim to
convey all relevant information, as in bold type in the rubric, but this does not mean full sentences
per se. Clarity of expression is desirable.
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Examiner Tip
Examiner Comments
This candidate deserves to have gained
full credit.
(a) Both scoring elements are offered
here, either would have scored.
(b) The missing 'in' before biology textbook
seems tolerable. The notion of a single
part of the course is conveyed sufficiently.
(c) The candidate scores, but only saves
the mark by stating that all pupils in only
two year groups receive the pack.
(d) and (e) show an understanding, and
ability to convey in English the correctly
pinpointed information in the passage.

(a) The initial 'le' is tolerated, as government and the
remainder of the sentence is in English. Especially strong
candidates, perhaps thinking in French, must check
through, to eradicate French from Q6. responsable was
frequent, and could not score, as a French spelling.
(b) Similarly, a moment or two even of checking would
have spotted the missing preposition. A less charitable
view could have been that the whole sentence made no
sense.
(c) Too much information can vitiate. The question part
targets what the help is, rather than the year group of the
recipients, and much vitation involved the unnecessary
mention of Years 10 and 11, which are not 3e and 4e.
(e) unwanted is the key adjective. Reworking of the
question does not consititute an element, but it is not
necessary. 'unwanted pregnancy' tout court would have
scored.
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Question 7
This question produced a wide range of responses. With this reading question, lifting is possible, but
tends to be unsuccessful, as focused responses are sought, and not always yielded by a lift.
This candidate gained very good credit, and has tried, with some success, to use notions from the
passage, and then manipulate them.
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Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments
(a) The key idea is that both population
and the number of doctors is rising,
but that the latter is rising too slowly.
The candidate has conveyed this, but
the erroneous notion of fewer doctors
was suggested.
(b) Key notions were lots of doctors,
soon to be retiring, which this
candidate has conveyed explicitly.
(c) The candidate has the correct idea,
but the incorrect spelling of medicine,
rather than doctor.
(d) Communicated and scored.
(e) A clear response, the candidate
avoided the generally unsuccessful but
tempting lift.
(f) Clumsily expressed, but this
proved to be a challenging part, and
communication was achieved.

(a) The context of the passage, as with Q4, is useful to
comprehend at the outset, as then responses to certain parts
become more obvious than others. The passage concerns large
scale retirements, but 'moins' never suggests fewer doctors. A close
reading of the passage, perhaps returning to it later at different
times in the examination could be gainful, as a large number of
candidates seemed to seize hastily on the 'fewer' idea. There is no
comparison.
(b). As in Q4a regarding Christmas, the response must have the
correct focus. The reason many doctors will soon retire is that
they are of a similar age, not because the retirement age is 65.
A lift from the passage, including cessant, did not make sense as
a lift, nor did it mention doctors. Checking through afterwards
would spot this kind of error.
(c) Check spellings in the passage and questions. The question
clearly relates to doctors, whereas the passage refers to medicine,
which the candidate must have read in order to have retrieved the
correct information. This copying error has wasted 1 mark.
(d) The masculine pronoun was tolerated, but would bear
attention, as it could cause ambiguity, hence lost credit.
Candidates often struggle with the notion that all French
nouns have genders, rather than simply neuter, and it is worth
highlighting this.
(e) The problem of retraiter, rather as fermer in Q4, emerged
here, and emphasises the need for spelling to be accurate over
verb and past participle forms, including some sense of the
grammatical role being played by the given word.
(f) The expression is not particularly natural, but there has been
an attempt to manipulate and use words other than from the text.
There is no intention of forcing candidates to rework every word,
but sometimes, especially with more able candidates, reworking
can be more fruitful and natural, so worth devoting some time to
doing perhaps.
Spelling is important, and errors of words from the passage or
questions are especially unnecessary. Candidates should scan the
passage and questions, and indeed, look if they wish elsewhere in
the paper for clues as to correct spellings and lexical items. The
spelling of doctor and medicine were problematic here, and led to
lost credit through ambiguity or the wrong language. Candidates
often do not spell consistently, but sticking to one version of a
given word means that it loses creidt once, but only once, as it
is treated as a sequential error. Different errors lose credit each
time.
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Question 8
In Q8, examiners read to the end of the sense group, (which may not be the end of the sentence)
after 220 words is reached. Il y a in any tense, and any proper nouns, including le Ministre de la
Sante, count as one word each. There are 30 marks in total available for Q8, 15 for Content (C)
and 15 for Language (L). Candidates and teachers should therefore be aware that Q8 alone not only
constitutes at large proprortion of 6FR02 (30/70 marks), but of the AS as a whole. Those candidates
whose grammatical skills are good showed themselves well able to access the L13-15 box in this
question, while those whose grammar was less secure could still score in the top Content box, even if
the Language mark was some way behind. Very few candidates scored particularly poorly, and there
was increasing evidence of candidates answering all the bullet points directly and within the word
limit. The following principles applied to Q8 marking:
i. C13-15 requires a direct response to all four bullet points. Although a title was desirable, as part of
an authenic article, it was not a prerequisite for scores to be awarded in the top box.
ii. C10-12 requires at least a partial or oblique response to each of the four bullet points
iii. C7-9 is where three bullet points are addressed, directly or partially. C-9 is the maximum where
one bullet point is omitted, but less might be awarded. This box was often awarded where candidates
had indeed addressed all bullet points, but the fourth was only tackled after the 220 words were
exhausted.
iv. C-6 is the maximum where two bullet points have been omitted, but again, less might be awarded;
C-3 is the maximum where one bullet is addressed.
v. C and L must both score, or neither scores, but C-1 and L-15 is theoretically possible, and vice versa.
The responses to the question showed a good understanding and level of familarity with the material.
The mean score exceeded 20 marks, which would imply, assuming for instance C-10 and L10, that
all or nearly of the bullet points were addressed, at least to some extent, and that language, which
sometimes faulty, were good rather than satisfactory. It is worth noting that somewhat unimaginative
and pedestrian responses will still score reasonably well, and the well worn path of peer pressure in
alcohol consumption, supposed indifference to future health issues, likely higher levels of future binge
drinking and illness, and drug taking or smoking tobacco abounded. Candidates should consider taking
a more original approach, to display a wider range of Content and Language.
It was felt that Content marks reﬂected a generally sound grasp of the GTA. However, teachers and
candidates might like to note comments from examiners regarding Language.
Teachers clearly deserve great credit for the thoroughness with which candidates were prepared for
this question. For instance, methods of introducing an opinion, such as à mon avis, d’après moi, selon
moi, were well known and used, as were simple subjunctive constructions following bien que or quoi
que. However, there were a number of weaknesses where simple grammar was concerned.
Verbs, their conjugation, and combination of singular subject and plural verb, were often faulty,
even at a basic level, in otherwise quite successful candidates' responses: ils boissent, ils boirent,
ils ont ivres, ils bu, ils a bu, ils sont boive, ils saivent. Other prevalent errors involved a/à, ou/
où; demonstrative adjectives: cettes jeunes; possessive adjectives: ils ont des problèmes avec ses
parents; agreement of adjectives, perhaps most obviously in Q4 (see above): la neige artiﬁcial/
artiﬁciels, tous le temps, les médecins retraité, and genders of common words: une médecin, le
neige.
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It is interesting to note that, in many cases at least, the quality of the French in this essay question
was better than that used in Q4 and Q7. It could be noted that knowledge of verbs was particularly
weak: –er verbs, pouvoir, vouloir, boire, avoir, être, aller were especially noted for their faultiness.
Nearly all candidates had sufficient content about the subject of young people and alcohol, and many
had been well prepared for this topic. A considerable number scored in the 10-12 box for both Content
and Language. Very few candidates scored in the 4-6 mark range, or below. The bullet points were
generally well treated, and there were many candidates who received at least partial credit for all
four. A not insignificant minority continue to lose credit for bullet 4 as a result of passing 220 words,
before the fourth bullet point has even been addressed. Bullet 1 was generally covered successfully:
most candidates gave convincing reasons for young people starting to drink and getting addicted –
school pressure, exam pressure, bad relations at home, anxiety about the future, quarrels with friends
all were mentioned, as well as facilitating meeting new people and making a person feel a member of
a group. Some candidates also cited teenagers who do not drink, and gave religion, wisdom, and fear
of consequences as a result. It was not necessary to cite both sides of bullet 1 to gain full credit.
Bullet 2 was usually done only partially. Most candidates understood conscients, but a few did not.
However, there was frequent failure to develop this point along the lines of health. A few did so only
vaguely, but the most successful responses quoted examples of liver disease, cancers and addiction.
Bullet 3 was reasonably well done across the abilty range; there was no consensus of opinion here;
some candidates were optimistic that programmes of education on the subject would help to improve
the problem. Some only partially fulfilled the requirement by writing j’espère que instead of je pense
que, an aspiration more than an opinion.
Bullet 4 was well done, and sometimes imaginatively developed. Obesity, tobacco and drugs were the
commonest items, with various medical conditions mentioned. The bullet allowed for the inclusion of
more than one threat, and some candidates included several, successfully. Only a very few candidates
failed to heed À part l’alcool.
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This candidate has scored very well, and has responded to the task at a high level, both in terms of
Content and Language. It is a good example of work which would just make the top box for Content
and Language, and gives some indication of the level of accuracy, range, development and concepts
expected at the bottom of the top descriptors.
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Examiner Comments
The candidate has not written a title. This could be expected in an article.
Bullet 1 is well addressed with a number of factors and some development offered: relaxation, stressful lives, parental
example, then the counter-argument of non-drinkers not wishing to lose control.
Bullet 2 is rather general, and represents many responses this year. However, there is just enough to make the
indifference seem to apply to possible health issues.
Bullet 3 is again rather limited, but the bullet point is directly addressed, with a prediction of higher alcohol prices.
Bullet 4 encompasses the canonial theme of smoking, but with some devlopment, regarding government initiatives. The
word count is reached after qui fument.

Examiner Tip
A title was not deemed essential for an article, but it is good to practice including one, as it is part of the given register. In
June 2010, a letter was required, and 1 mark for Content withheld if not furnished.
Bullet 1 - this does not require a response from both angles though many successful responses chose to do so. Candidates
should check the implications on word count. Advice might be to divide the 220 words available carefully among the bullet
points, allowing some words for an opening and closing sentence. While candidates writing word counts to help themselves
should of course continue to do so, many counts are not accurate, and examiners do check.
Bullet 2 - often responses did not refer, even obliquely, to health. It is in the bullet point and candidates should try to deal
with the bullet points explicitly.
Bullet points 2, 3 and 4 may seem rather superficially treated to allow the candidate to access C-13, but they are direct,
if pedestrian, responses, and so count as full responses. This candidate just exceeded the word limit, but checking could
have reduced the full response to bullet 1, thus bringing the whole response within 220 words.
The confusion of ses parents for their parents impedes communication, and revision of possessive adjectives is often
useful. There are a few basic errors, such as la tabagisme and ils croient que ils ne m'affectera jamais. However, there
are some good constructions, and little ambiguity. The published markscheme includes possible constructions worthy of
credit. A little checking time could have perhaps eradicated some of these slips, and the candidate was perhaps fortunate
that the final line fell beyond the word count.
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This response gained a score of 20, earning C-10 and L-10, so this is a very representative candidate
for this session. Many candidates attempted all bullet points within 220 words, but did not succeed in
giving full responses to each one. It should be encouraging that quite straightforward responses merit
decent, if not sparkling, scores.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate responds fully to bullet 1 and bullet 4, but is only partially successful in bullets 2 and 3. In
bullet 1, peer pressure and ignorance are, in the context, fair reasons why young people drink. In bullet 2,
there is mention of problems with drinking excessively but health is not even tengentially mentioned. For
bullet 3 there are shadowy references to future problems, which remain rather undefined. In bullet 4,
however, there is clear, if succinct, mention of smoking. There has been little content development and the
response especially in bullet 3 is vague. This candidate has only just responded to all four bullet points, so
would be at the bottom of the second Content box. In terms of Language, the syntax is rather Anglicised,
and there are straightforward errors: la presion, le group, j'etait, les meres les parlent, ceux qui fumment.
However, this box allows for the odd major error by implication, and the response is generally quite easy to
follow and to understand. There are some advanced constructions, including si clauses and subjunctives, so
this candidate is, on balance, good, rather than satisfactory for Language.

Examiner Tip
The candidate should address the question more fully, and should then seek to develop. As health is
mentioned in bullet 2, there should be specific health issues mentioned. As bullet 3 asks for details of the
future, vagueness should be avoided and a specific prediction with justification given. Judging by some of
the well-learnt constructions, the tenses and opinions needed would have been within the range of this
candidate. Tightening up on the conjugation of common verbs and their dependent prepositions would have
much enhanced the Language mark. The piece could also benefit from an opening and closing sentence
of contextualisation. This is not a requirement but would add some authenticity and shape, and has often
seemed to help candidates' organisation.
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Advice and Guidance
1. Grammatical accuracy and knowledge still eludes candidates of all abilities in Q8. Only in Q8 is
language explicitly rewarded but poor language can compromise comprehension, and therefore,
content marks. Pre-AS grammatical points merit revision.
2. Candidates should practise addressing all four bullet points directly and then developing them
succinctly and relevantly. This will enhance Content marks, even when Language is comparatively
insecure.
3. Candidates should familiarise themselves with the various marking principles mentioned in this
Report. It is especially helpful to note the principles in Q4 and Q7.
4. Practice of non-verbal and non-productive question types in both listening (Q1, Q2 and Q3) and
reading (Q5) is important, as such questions account for 17 marks.
5. In Q6 candidate must seek to respond in accurate English which conveys all relevant information, as
per the rubric. Incomplete information will not succeed.
6. Allowing checking time within the 2 hours 30 minutes, especially for Q8, is strongly recommended.
This includes checking listening responses before the 45 minutes with the listening stimulus are up.
7. Short phrases of dictation could enhance scores, especially in Q4.
8. Candidates should aim to understand the overall sense of the comprehension passages, to preclude
implausible responses.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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